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PARIS: French far-right leader Marine Le Pen has been
touring the country ahead of regional elections this week-
end, upbeat about her party’s prospects as she tries to
steer it further into the mainstream. Her National Rally
(RN) party has focused on security, immigration and ex-
tremism in its campaign-issues at the centre of the coun-
try’s current political debate that have forced candidates
across the spectrum to lay out their agenda.

“We’re at the political heart of the country,” Le Pen
boasted at a campaign stop in the town of Saint Chamond
in southeastern France earlier this month. The regional
vote, which was delayed because of Covid, is being closely
watched as the last political test before next year’s presi-
dential election.

As a third wave of the coronavirus pandemic ebbs in
France, surveys show that crime and terrorism are among
the leading priorities for French people. Recent events
have kept the issues in the headlines: from several fatal
attacks on the police this year to the beheading of a
teacher in the street in late 2020 by a radical Islamist,
which supercharged a longstanding debate about integra-
tion and Islam.

The government of President Emmanuel Macron has
pushed new legislation to combat violence and extremism,
while the centre-right Republicans opposition has also
sought to position itself as the true party of law and order.
Ahead of the vote, which takes place over two consecutive
weekends, Le Pen has made no apologies for focusing her
campaigning on national policy issues such as crime and
policing. She has her eyes firmly set on the presidential
polls in April and May next year, which surveys currently
show could come down to a duel between her and Macron,
in a repeat of the 2017 election.

Uncertain outcome  
The regional vote will see new assemblies elected for

mainland France’s 13 regions and 96 departments. Analysts
caution against trying to extrapolate too much from the re-
sults that in many cases will be driven by local dynamics,
limiting how much they should be seen as indicators for the
larger political picture.

But the outcome will inevitably shape the narrative in
the coming weeks, particularly with regard to the strength
and electability of Le Pen, as well as the state of Macron’s
enfeebled party, the Republic on the Move (LREM). Pre-
dictions are difficult because of the complicated two-stage
electoral system, an abstention rate that could reach 60
percent and the impact of tactical voting, which usually
sees mainstream parties gang up to keep the far-right out
of power. 

A survey by the Ipsos and Sopra Steria groups on June
12 showed RN candidates leading in six of the 13 mainland
regions in the first round, but they might end up losing all
of the run-off votes, as they did last time in 2015. “What
would be great for her (Le Pen), and would spark some mo-
mentum in the pre-presidential campaign, would be if the
National Rally won a region,” Stephane Zumsteeg from the
Ipsos polling firm told AFP.

Though far-right politicians run some towns and vil-
lages, the RN has never led a region, which would give it a
budget of billions of euros and powers over schools, trans-
port and economic development. The one most likely to tip
is the southeastern Provence-Alpes-Cote d’Azur, where
the RN is fronted by Thierry Mariani, a former minister
who defected from the centre-right Republicans party in
2019. 

Macron’s LREM is seen winning one region at best, but

Zumsteeg says this might not affect the president whose
personal poll ratings have risen recently.  “Macron has suc-
ceeded in not linking his destiny to the image of his party,”
he said.  Antoine Bristielle, a public opinion expert at the
left-leaning Jean-Jaures Foundation, believes the vote will
likely serve as another step in the normalisation of the
once-fringe far right. “You can see that it’s not so much
that the ideas of the National Rally are more popular or
are more accepted by French society,” he told AFP.  “It’s
that the party no longer scares people enough to spark a
wave of opposition.”  — AFP

Far-right leader Le Pen aims for strong 
showing in French regional polls

Eyes firmly set on the presidential polls in April and May next year

TOULON: French far-right Rassemblement National (RN) party’s leader
and member of parliament Marine Le Pen (R) shares a laugh with RN
top candidate in Provence-Alpes-Cote d’Azur (PACA) for the upcoming
regional elections Thierry Mariani (L) during a press conference in
Toulon. —AFP

Guinea to 
declare end to
Ebola epidemic
DAKAR: Guinea will announce an end to its
Ebola epidemic this weekend, the health
minister said yesterday, hailing the rapid re-
sponse to the second outbreak of the dis-
ease in the country.  Speaking during a
webinar hosted by the World Health Organ-
ization (WHO), Health Minister Remy
Lamah said the viral epidemic will be de-
clared over on Saturday-barring the discov-
ery of new cases.

“The availability of epidemic treatment
centres built across the country has allowed
us to quickly treat suspected and confirmed
patients,” he said. Guinea, a poor West
African nation of 13 million people, an-

nounced an Ebola outbreak on February 14.
It was second such outbreak in the country
since the devastating 2013-2016 Ebola epi-
demic in West Africa, which left 11,300 dead
in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone. Ebola
causes severe fever and, in the worst cases,
unstoppable bleeding.  It is transmitted
through close contact with bodily fluids, and
people who live with or care for patients are
most at risk. Guinea reacted quickly to this
year’s outbreak, however, building on its
previous experience of fighting the disease. 

Among other measures, the country
launched an Ebola vaccination campaign
this year with the help of the WHO. Mat-
shidiso Moeti, the WHO’s regional director
for Africa, said during the webinar that
Guinea had contained Ebola and prevented
it from spreading abroad “thanks to new in-
novations and lessons learned”.  Lamah also
said that unlike in the past, health workers
treating Ebola patients did not contract the
disease. —AFP

Al-Qaeda in Yemen 
kidnaps six security 
officers: Official
DUBAI: The Yemeni branch of Al-Qaeda has kid-
napped six government security personnel, an offi-
cial said yesterday, the first incident of its kind in
years in a country where years of conflict has cre-
ated a security vacuum. A security official with the
internationally recognised government, who spoke
on condition of anonymity, told AFP that five offi-
cers had been seized in the southern province of
Shabwa during a mission on Tuesday. 

“They were lured by people claiming to belong
to local tribes and in need of help,” he told AFP.
“They fell into the trap, and it turned out these peo-
ple belonged to the terrorist organisation.” The of-
ficial said a sixth officer was snatched by the
militants on Wednesday and “taken to an unknown
location”.

Years of setbacks including a two-decade US

drone campaign have weakened the once-mighty
Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP). But
with the government and Huthi rebels focused on
their battle for the northern city of Marib, capital of
an oil-rich governorate of the same name, the mili-
tants are seizing the opportunity to regenerate.

Fighting around the city since February is creat-
ing a security void that is being exploited by the ji-
hadists, observers warn. Marib city is the last
northern stronghold of the government which is
backed by a Saudi-led military coalition.

The Huthis control the rest of the north after
years of conflict which has plunged Yemen into the
world’s worst humanitarian crisis. In March, a
Yemeni intelligence official told AFP that the Marib
battle “could be ending the maximum pressure
campaign that almost wiped out” AQAP.

The group also has a bloody track record out-
side Yemen-it attacked the French satirical publica-
tion Charlie Hebdo in 2015, killing 12 and showing
its ability to strike far from home. The United States,
which considers AQAP the terror group’s most dan-
gerous branch, has carried out a campaign of drone
strikes against its fighters in Yemen since soon after
the 9/11 attacks.  —AFP


